[Assessment of the absolute global cardiovascular risk: comparison between the risk chart and the individual score of the CUORE Project].
To evaluate 10-year cardiovascular risk, the risk chart and the individual risk score from the CUORE Project were recently introduced in Italy. These tools differ as for age range and some risk factors. Therefore, the aim of this study is to evaluate the difference between the global absolute risk assessed by the risk chart and the individual risk score using the data collected through the Osservatorio Epidemiologico Cardiovascolare (OEC). From the Osservatorio Epidemiologico Cardiovascolare sample, 6508 people aged 40-69 years without clinical manifestations of atherosclerosis were selected. Cardiovascular risk was assessed using risk chart and individual risk score and the 10-year risk was categorized in six classes (< 5%, 5-9%, 10-14%, 15-19%, 20-29%, > or = 30%). As coefficient of agreement between risk chart and individual risk score, Cohen kappa statistic was computed using the Cicchetti-Allison weights (k(w)). From contingency tables of the two methods distribution, k(w) was 0.71 (p < 0.0001 and 95% confidence interval 0.70-0.72). Using the 20% risk threshold reported in Nota 13 of Agenzia Italiana del Farmaco and excluding persons who were treated for hyperlipemia refunded regardless of their chart or individual score estimation of cardiovascular risk, the differences between the two tools classification resulted in the 2.6% of the sample (1.4% were assessed as at non-high risk [< 20%] using the risk chart and at high risk using the individual risk score, and the opposite for 1.2%). Classification difference between risk charts and the individual risk score is quite small. Updating of predictive functions of two tools could improve their concordance also for individual evaluation, including older people and better reflecting current Italian lifestyle.